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ACT I

Scene 1

The scene is lit faintly. Lanterns are placed

around the stage, which MATT winds up every now

and then. Two boxes are set up.

V.O

Terra Firma. On solid ground. Where time is on your

side. The possibilities are amazing, where everything

can be yours to own. Yours to share. Earth is old news

from the first fissures, the conflicts. We are the

rebirthed. Things break down for new things to come

together and... and...

SAMUEL

Fuck! The thing needs fuel again.

MATT

Why, so we can hear a bloody sermon? You really want to

twist that knife, don’t you?

SAMUEL

Depends on what the knife’s stuck in.

SAMUEL stares at DAWN, who instantly avoids his

gaze.

DAWN

What are yer lookin at me for? I told yer, I...

SAMUEL

I’m not looking, I’m asking. I need a fuel cell, right?

DAWN

(shifting nervously)

I don’t have anything you want.

SAMUEL

We going to do this again?

DAWN

For the last time! How many of these damn things do I

have to give yer? Why can’t I have keep anything

anymore?

SAMUEL

No one owns fuck anymore. You know that. You squirreled

all this shit away and now you have a use for it.
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DAWN

But everytime it does nothing! Then we ain’t got shit

to even remember. Don’t you get it?

MATT

And what happened last time?

SAMUEL

Are you really asking or are you being your irritating

politician self?

MATT

I’m not being rhetorical. Last time they told us

nothing. Why should they? They’ve escaped. Not us. Why

would they even/

SAMUEL pushes past MATT and advances over to DAWN.

SAMUEL

Your bloody vanity! It’s a fucking pair of hair

straighteners.

DAWN

This is the only thing I have. I said no, yeah?

SAMUEL

You think anyone’s gonna want to sleep with you now?

Don’t be stupid/

DAWN pushes SAMUEL away.

MATT

Dawn, what did I tell you -

DAWN

Always about the sex with you Samuel, ain’t it? This is

all I have.This is the only piece of my house left. My

old life. Fucking everything. That’s how sad it bloody

well is, a pair of hair straighteners. But they’re

mine. You think I’m going to give up all I have to

listen to them stupid aliens?

[beat]

SAMUEL

You have got a nerve.

DAWN

I have every right to.

SAMUEL

Ha! Every right to what?
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SAMUEL stretches his arms out wide.

SAMUEL

You can bloody preach, push air all you want.

DAWN

You’re still listening though, ain’t you? It ain’t

going to work! Not that way.

[beat]

SAMUEL

Them humans up there - orbiting in their fancy shuttles

and that. Looking down at us, laughing. What you call

aliens may as well be angels. They’re the ones who are

really living. What are we, huh? What are we fuck.

[beat]

DAWN

You know what I mean.

MATT

Yes. Humans. Same as us. This is what I keep trying to

bloody tell you. They won’t change!

SAMUEL

That’s what you think. Give me them damn straighteners

and you can go whistle till yer lungs turn blue.

DAWN

One more time. Alright?

[beat]

SAMUEL

/I’m watching you. If we don’t get enough juice for

this, then I’ll... I’ll...

DAWN runs the straighteners through her hair

painfully slowly. MATT walks up to him and puts a

hand on his shoulder.

MATT

I just don’t think it’s right in the circumstance/

SAMUEL

Circumstance?

MATT

What are you going to gain from it? For a little bit of

broadcast? From people on another planet? Why don’t you

bloody listen to me for once!
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[beat]

SAMUEL

(to DAWN)

Right. You’re done.

DAWN hands him the straighteners sullenly.

MATT

How does it work anyway?

SAMUEL

What am I, a scientist? You just plug the fuel cell in

- all of them are made that way now. It’s all we have

left. That’s why you leave it up to me.

MATT

Whatever. Come on, then. Let’s see what delightful

message they have for us today.

SAMUEL fiddles with the projection.

SAMUEL

There.

V.O

Welcome to NovaTerra, the new program offering the

privilege to all our honoured beings today. Here we

show you the new ventilation system that ensures that

you get fresh air all day, every day/

DAWN

Bitches even get to breathe cleaner than we do,

already.

V.O

/mixed with great aromas of your choice. Feel like you

did back on Earth/

MATT

They can’t have forgotten/

MATT catches SAMUEL’s stare.

SAMUEL

They know what they’re doing.

[beat]

V.O

Back where you could catch a break - escape to the

countryside. The old plains where the air was fresh and

the flowers, all the colours/
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The sound crackles out.

SAMUEL

Dammit, now look at that!

MATT

Look at what? A loop of an advert! That’s all it was!

How do you know it was even recent?

SAMUEL

They might have said when... said after...

[beat]

SAMUEL

See what being vain costs you, eh?

SAMUEL walks up to her. MATT blocks the way

between them. DAWN sees this as an opportunity to

voice her true feelings.

DAWN

Fucking hell! It’s all the same! You want to hear that

Test Run again? Cause that’s all we’ll ever gonna get

if we do things your way...

SAMUEL

You think you fucking know it all, don’t you? Then why

are you down here?

SAMUEL tries to get to DAWN but MATT moves in the

way.

SAMUEL

You think your precious politician’s going to help you

now? That you deserve help? You’re the same as any one

of us.

MATT

Exactly. Any of us. If you really got that you’d let

her be.

They stare each other down. SAMUEL nods stiffly

and returns to his position. DAWN scowls and does

likewise.

SAMUEL

(to MATT)

Don’t be getting ideas above yer station. You’re down

here with the rest of us.
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DAWN

At least he knows when he’s onto a good thing. Unlike

you/

MATT

/Dawn.

DAWN

This is Matthew Woods.

SAMUEL

Just a fucking name! He was down here with us, watching

that Test Run. Wherever he was. Knowing he’d screwed

up, watching it all collapse to shit around us.

SAMUEL stands up, waving.

SAMUEL

(mockingly)

This is a test run, ladies and gentlemen. When we dock

we will bring you live updates when we can...

MATT

Bloody hell.

SAMUEL

Rubbish and shit were blowing in the background. On the

screen. Didn’t give a fuck. Just before the rest of the

stuff ran out. Couldn’t clean up after themselves.

MATT

That’s not new, really...

[beat]

DAWN

I remember that first time. With my family. Mum

couldn’t bear to watch it. Just told her what she knew.

What she didn’t want to think about. Keep things simple

- running on something she... she was. Could work

through anything. Dad, Dad couldn’t even... I’ll never

know if he were proud of me. Just knowing that there

was no chance of anything going right and I... and I...

[beat]

MATT

(downcast)

I don’t know what to say.

SAMUEL

So what, call yourself community service?
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MATT

Fuck off, will you?

DAWN

He had connections, privilege. All that shit. What did

we have? How are we/

SAMUEL

/Yeah, shit’s the right word. There’s making a little

mistake and there’s really messing up, isn’t there?

Saying it’s safe to leave Earth and changing your mind

just when it’s fucking going to hit the fan? How can

you be dodgier than that?

DAWN

It wasn’t just like that! Don’t you read?

SAMUEL

It’s knowing who to trust. You don’t need to write down

anything. Keep it up in here and don’t change it for

fucking anyone. Just proof to bail yerself out when the

time comes.

MATT

I’m glad you’ve got my CV down pat, then. People are

only as big as their surroundings, Dawn. That’s all I

can say.

DAWN

But you knew em, right? As people!

MATT

On that broadcast. Yes, unfortunately.

SAMUEL

Why, cause they were better than you? There’s a damn

reason why they’re there and he’s here.

DAWN

If he knows em, then he can play up to em! He knows

what makes em tick. Fucking hell.

MATT

It’s not that clear cut, Dawn.

SAMUEL

Even he knows when you’re chatting shit!

DAWN

Ignore him. Tell us.

SAMUEL glares at DAWN.
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MATT

Some of them were pleasant enough. I guess. It depends.

People need protection. People dig themselves into

holes that they need to bend the rules to get out of.

Some people are just... pricks.

[beat]

SAMUEL

(sarcastic)

Just like any other person, then?

MATT

Exactly. So why do we even need them?

SAMUEL

Fuck me. The politician telling the plebs not to trust

em? The world is truly screwed.

MATT

Think about it. The people who messed up - they’ve

gone. They’ve bought their way out through their new

system.

SAMUEL

New system? Don’t kid yerself!

MATT

Seriously. We can rebuild stuff again without them.

This is our own turf. It’s crap but it’s ours.

[beat]

SAMUEL

Can’t you see with your eyes? This is it. We’re the

ones who are... you know. This is all it is. I don’t

know about you but I’m leaving. I want to get off this

place - if there’s anyway I can join them, I will. You

want to stay here, right? Rot with your problems.

That’s all I’ll say.

MATT

I’m glad I have your blessing.

DAWN

(quickly)

You gonna apply again?

SAMUEL

Got any other ideas?

[beat]
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DAWN

You wanna listen to a screen than listen to a person

here? Who knew em?

SAMUEL

I know what’d get me off here faster, that’s for sure.

They won’t bother with him. I don’t know why I should.

DAWN

But/

MATT

/Let him find out for himself.

SAMUEL

You’ve got to take things into your own hands Dawn. Cut

your ties.

SAMUEL storms offstage.

MATT

You know with those empty phrases, you could be a

politician.

DAWN

Don’t encourage him. Bloody hell.

MATT

Home is a state of mind, Samuel. Remember that!


